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Abstract - Basic control theory equations are developed 

showing classical exponential system response of refraction vs. 

time R(t), with a characteristic system time constant, in 

response to a (-) step change of nearwork environmental 

conditions. Statistical analysis of retrospective data from 226 

subjects is presented. It is shown that reasonable significance 

levels p < 0.001 can be obtained from relatively small sample 

sizes, over short time intervals. Details from preliminary 

experimental design using reading glasses at the U.S. Naval 

Academy at Annapolis are discussed. The conclusion is that (+) 

Add lenses, used as reading glasses during study, can prevent 

the development of myopia of college students in pilot training. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Literature Review.  Cheng et al. [1,2] and Gwiazda et al. and 

Hyman et al. [3-4] present a comprehensive listing of modern 

studies to date in terms of using (+) Add reading glasses to 

prevent or slow the progression of myopia. Brown & Berger 

[5],  Brown & Young [6], Schaeffel & Howland [7] Medina & 

Fariza [8],  and Greene, Brown, Medina & Graupner [9] use 

first order control theory to predict myopia development as a 

function of time. Thorn, Gwiazda & Held [10] present a 

mathematical model of myopia development using the 

Gompertz function. Hung & Ciuffreda [11] develop IRDT, 

incremental retinal defocus, to explain myopia during the 

growth phase. Medina et al. [12-14] and Greene & Medina [15-

18] use control theory to explain myopia development, solved 

with digital and analog computer techniques to evaluate first-

order equations.  Viikari [19] and Goldschmidt [20] present 

comprehensive reviews of juvenile myopia, and various 

techniques used to control this myopia progression. 

 

Theories are many and varied in terms of the causes of 

myopia [19-20]. Figure 1a and 1b below show the nearwork 

demand problem, typical of college students, and the proposed 

 

 

 

 

  

 

optical solution to the problem, namely, custom reading glasses 

[21]. In this report, various mathematical control theories are 

reviewed, derived from conventional electrical engineering 

concepts, as shown in Fig. 1c below. Statistical analysis, using 

the Student’s t-test to differentiate between experimental and 

control groups, is done with a standard Apple Computer 

software package, and reconfirmed with “Graph Pad Quick 

Calcs TM ”, available online. 

 

 
Fig. 1a -  Picture of Student doing long-term close work.  

 

Fig. 1b -  Picture of a bifocal.  If vision is less than 20/60, a bifocal 

must be used.  If vision better-than 20/60, a plus lens (reading lens) 

can be used for all close work.  This study proposes, that only 

midshipmen who can read the 20/60 line (or better) be permitted 

into this pilot study.  (An emergency minus – can be used when 

necessary – at the discretion of the student pilot.)  It is essential 

that the pilot understand both the intention and goal of his own 

study. That does require a scientific education.  

 

Basically, these (+) Add reading glasses are distance 

compensators, with a +3.00 D Add for reading.  In this proposal, 

only pilots who are at -1.0 diopter (self verified) will be permitted 

into the study.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1c - System time constant RC = TAU = 100 days +/- 20% 
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When a strong negative change is made in your visual 

environment, normal eyes will change their focal state as shown 

in Figure 1d below 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1d     -    Time const. TAU = 100 d.  + / - 20% 

 

The eye will also show a similar response to a strong positive 

change in its environment. There is -- and this is important -- a 

limit to the amount by which you can change your visual 

environment in a positive direction. 

 

 

Figure 1e below shows the correlation between the 

eye’s focal status [diopters] and the Snellen eye chart acuity as 

measured, from 20/20 to 20/120:  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1e 

 

 

2. Materials and methods 

  

The Naval Academy requires unaided visual acuity of 

20/20 in each eye as a basic entrance requirement. Prospective 

pilots are required to have normal vision on graduation. A 

substantial number of midshipmen, entering with 20/20 vision, 

become myopic during their four years at the Academy.  A 

reasonable assessment of the experimental evidence suggests 

that the eye sets its long-term focus by a servo control process. 

This engineering analysis of the eye’s control action predicts 

that a significant percentage of midshipmen could avoid the 

myopia problem is they wear a convex lens while reading.  

 

Focal Stability Considerations. An engineering 

approach to the problem of the eye’s long-term focus leads to 

the considerations of two major forms of focal control: genetic 

and servo [22]. The initial heredity postulate was described by 

Stieger, reviewed by Brown [23]. This theory suggests that all 

optical components of focus are controlled by genetic 

information. The assumption of this theory is that the eye 

ignores the accommodation signal while growing. This 

approach leads to severe design difficulties when the eye’s focal 

status is considered from a cybernetic point of view.  

 

Measurements made by Dr. Young have shown that 

major optical components vary by factors of twenty percent 

over the growing period. These focal components of the eye 

change in an apparently random manner [24].   
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A Focal Servo. A systems analysis approach to the 

design of a mechanism that is comparable to the eye shows that 

it is possible to account for the eye’s focal accuracy, providing 

the system is feedback controlled. The concept that heredity is 

a factor in the eye’s servo design is an appropriate postulate. 

Servo control, however, is the fundamental design factor in a 

mechanism that is comparable to the eye in its response to focal 

perturbations.  

 

Focal Noise. There are many sources of focal perturbations. 

These sources include temperature changes, pressure changes, 

and extrinsic muscle pulls on the sclera [26].   A perturbation is 

a small plus/minus change in the eye’s focal status, as shown in 

Fig. 2a, 2b below.  A purely genetic theory predicts that the eye 

will not initiate corrective action in the presence of focal noise.  

 

 
 

Figure 2a   [6]   

 

 
       Figure 2b   [6] 

 

System Design. Since the goal of the eye’s design is to 

achieve stability in the presence of noise, the eye does not need 

a fast acting second-order servo to maintain focal accuracy. It 

is unlikely that the system will have a complex transfer 

function. The most probable design is a servo with a very slow 

velocity constant. A system of this design will have the 

following transfer function:  

 

1 / [ ( TAU s + 1 )  s  ]  

where  TAU = 100 Days  +/ - 20%  

 

 

 

 

 

Knowing the form of the transfer function allows us to 

experimentally determine the system’s time constant. This has 

been done with laboratory primates [27].  The eye’s time 

domain response, i.e. long-term focus, is given by the eq.   

 

Focus = (Heredity offset) + Accommodation + Delta  

 

Accommodation * [1 – EXP ( -t / TAU ) ]  7  

 

A step change in the value of accommodation will 

produce a time constant response in the eye’s focal status, as 

shown in Figure 2c below  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2c  

 

The Offset. The existence of a fixed offset is a requirement of 

the focal servo design. The system is designed for normal 

variation in the average value of accommodation. The eye’s 

offset and time constant prevent the eye from becoming myopic 

due to a confined visual environment of short duration. It is 

reasonable to believe that the offset is a function of the 

individual’s heredity. A review of the experimental evidence 

shows and estimated value of +1.5 diopters for the offset.  

 

A Piecewise Equation. In a previous paper, we 

developed a piecewise (replacement) equation for the eye’s 

focal status [28]:  

 

Focus = (Offset + Accommodation – Focus) / TAU 

+ Focus - Perturbation  

  

This equation allows the continuous calculation and 

prediction of the eye’s focal status, providing the eye’s average 

value of accommodation is known on a daily basis. The focal 

status predictions of this equation have been experimentally 

verified by experimental work with laboratory primates [27-

28].  
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Figure 3a  - Small Perturbations in the Eye’s Focal Status 

 

A Design Limitation. The existence of a long-term focal 

servo insures focal accuracy. The eye’s visual environment is 

normally between -0.2 to -1.0 diopters. We will define this 

range of values as an “open” visual environment. A focal servo 

that obeys this equation will have a design limitation. The eye 

should not be placed in an environment that is “nearer” that 

about -1.0 diopters. There are individual differences in the 

heredity offset which make it difficult to calculate precisely 

how much confined visual environment an individual can 

tolerate before he becomes nearsighted.  

 

If we wish to sustain normal vision, it is essential that 

we be aware of this limitation, and the consequence of 

exceeding this visual environment for long periods of time. 

Unfortunately, the school environment imposes requirements 

that force us to exceed this limitation. The result of an 

increasingly confined environment on the eye’s focal servo is a 

gradual change in focal status from hyperopia into myopia.  By 

recognizing this limitation, we can initiate a preventive effort to 

neutralize the “near” environment before myopia actually 

becomes a problem.  

 

Changing the Environment with a Lens. Since the 

focal status of a servo controlled eye is locked to the average 

value of accommodation, shifts in the accommodation, shifts in 

the accommodation signal will result in corresponding shifts in 

the eye’s focal status. A convex lens may be used to 

substantially alter the average value of accommodation – thus 

allowing us to maintain the eye in an “open” visual 

environment. 

  

A positive lens will simulate the effect of a distant 

object on the eye’s accommodation system. Prolonged use of 

this lens for all close work will prevent the development of 

myopia in the servo model. This neutralization effect of the 

positive lens has been experimentally demonstrated during a 

four year bifocal study conducted by Oakley and Young [29] 

(Figure 3b below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
   Figure 3b 

 

While this analysis is simplified, it suggests the nature of 

what can be done to keep the eye in a normal focal condition 

with a convex lens. Even if a large amount of hyperopic reserve 

has been lost, our analysis shows that it can be slowly restored 

by the assiduous use of a convex lens for all close work.  

The preceding considerations are the basis for the 

second opinion on the care and control of myopia. A thumbnail 

survey of the actual practice of eye care shows the following 

breakdown as to the preferred procedure for dealing with the 

problem of incipient nearsightedness.  

 

1. Approximately eighty percent will use a negative lens to 

achieve immediate restoration of 20/20 vision.  

 

2. Approximately twenty percent will use the positive (bifocal) 

lens to lessen the impact of a confined visual environment.  

 

3. Less than one percent will use an assortment of techniques, 

including prisms to neutralize convergence, and atropine to 

paralyze the accommodation system.  

 

It is clear that these two opinions will not be resolved 

in the immediate future by experiment, theory, or practice.  The 

normal approach used in the fact of disputed evidence and 

unresolved opinions is to explain both approaches to the 

individual – allowing him to make the final decision regarding 

the use of myopia avoidance techniques [1-29].  

 

Since the loss of hyperopic reserve is a clear signal of 

the impending onset of nearsightedness, the time to make the 

decision about myopia avoidance is before the eye actually fails 

the eye chart.  

 

The avoidance technique requires both and 

persistence. To support the effort, the individual should be 

given information that will provide an intellectual 

understanding of the rationale for the use of the preventive lens.  
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Since the effort must be maintained for a long period 

of time to show the full effect of the avoidance technique, it will 

take an individual with a personal interest in retaining normal 

vision to habitually use the plus for all close work. For this 

reason, we believe that prospective pilots who are almost into 

myopia will be particularly interested in the program.  

 

Sustained myopia avoidance by use of a convex lens is a very 

difficult goal to achieve. There are many subtle problems in 

such an effort. It will take a sophisticated level of understanding 

to:  

 

[1] Recognize nearsightedness as a design limitation of the 

normal eye.  

 

[2] Recognize the necessity of maintaining the eye in an 

artificially open environment with a positive lens – for as 

long as the eye is kept in a confined environment.  

 

In the past it has been easier to do nothing in the early 

stage of myopia, and to wear a corrective lens to restore 20/20 

vision at a later date.  Since the plus lens has no instant effect, 

other than an apparent lessening of eye strain, there is a 

tendency to discount the long-term effect of a convex lens.  

 

Partial efforts with a positive lens that does not 

completely neutralize the near environment will be marginally 

successful. A servo analysis suggests that conscientious 

wearing of a positive lens that fully neutralizes the near 

environment will result in a slow restoration of a normal 

amount of hyperopic reserve.  

 

Since success of the preventive effort depends on a 

coherent understanding of the eye’s normal control action, it 

would be advisable to build a fully functioning camera that sets 

its long-term focus as described in this paper – thus providing a 

valuable instructional aid for those involved in the program.  

 

Our eyes function so well that we tend to ignore the 

existence of a design limitation. We expect perfection at all 

times . . .  so much so that we ignore the fact that our eyes obey 

principles that a designer would use to build a similar device.  

The servo nature of the normal eye would be recognized if it 

were a fast acting mechanical device. Our evaluation is that the 

eye functions as a very slow acting servo system. The fact that 

this biological devices is constructed of collagen and other 

biomaterials tends to obscure this characteristic of the eye’s 

design.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Results  
Because the eye is sophisticated in its design and 

operational characteristics, the engineering requirement for 

focal accuracy suggests that the eye sets its long-term focus by 

a servo control process. The mechanism that establishes the 

eye’ focal status consists of two separate systems. The first 

system is a blur driven accommodation mechanism that 

regulates the focal power of the eye’s lens for maximum image 

sharpness at the surface of the retina. This control system has a 

time constant of 0.25 seconds [25].  

 

The second system, which is responsible for 

controlling the eye’s long-term focus, has a time constant of 100 

days +/- 20% [27-30].  In a normal visual environment the eye’s 

focal status will be from 0 to +2 diopters. The focal servo 

system functions to overcome the inevitable perturbations that 

occur within the eye’s optical system [5-6]. This system has a 

tracking error of 1/10 diopters [25].  

 

Since the focus of a servo controlled eye is coupled to 

the average value of accommodation, shifts in the 

accommodation signal will result in corresponding shifts in the 

eye’s focal status. This predictable consequence of the design 

has been experimentally verified [5-6].  

 

The Eye's Focal Transfer Function. Servo systems are 

coupled systems that are defined by their transfer function. We 

have tentatively established the fact that the normal eye's 

behavior obeys the following transfer function [5-6]:  

 

1 / ( TAU s + 1 )  

 

The normal eye's response to a step function is found by:  

 

System's Response =  

[ (Step Function) / (s) ] * [ 1 / (TAU s + 1) ]  

 

The eye's time domain response to this step function is: 

  

Focus = Offset + Accommodation + Delta *  

[ 1 – EXP ( - t / TAU ) ]  

 

This equation has been verified by applying a step 

function to the visual environment of laboratory primates [19] 

and by then measuring the resulting focal status change at two 

week intervals for a year.  

 

A servo system will exhibit a response to noise 

(perturbations) that exists within the control loop. These 

random focal changes will cause the system to initiate 

corrective shifts in the eye's focal status, as shown in Fig. 3a 

above.   
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The eye's time domain response to an impulse perturbation 

is:  

 

Focus = Offset +  

Accommodation - Perturbation * EXP ( - t / TAU )  

 

These two equations predict the eye's response to two 

idealized inputs. They do not yield explicit predictions if the 

eye's visual environment is changing by significant amounts.  

 

A Piece-Wise Time Domain Equation. We may obtain 

a piece-wise iterative equation for the 1 / ( TAU s + 1 ) transfer 

function by reviewing a block diagram of the eye's focal control 

system, as shown in Figure 3c below.  

 

The input for this system is the command signal:  (Eq. 

1 below)  

 

Eq. 1  Commanded Focal Status = Offset + 

Accommodation (Daily Average)  

 

The error signal is:  (Eq. 2 below)  

 

Eq. 2  Error Signal = Commanded Focal Status - The 

eye's Actual Focal Status  

 

Since the actuator has a very slow velocity constant 

(K), the amount of error correction achieved in one day is given 

by: (Eq. 3 below)  

Eq. 3 Focal Servo Change = Error Signal / TAU 

 
Figure 3c   

 

Using this equation, we may calculate the effect of each day's 

value of accommodation on the eye's focal status:  (Eq. 4 below)  

 

Eq. 4    Updated Focal Status = Yesterday's Focal Status    

+ Focal State Change  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Including the effects of random perturbations, the 

equation becomes, combining equations 1, 2, 3, and 4   (Eq. 5 

below)  

 

Eq. 5   Updated Focus = [ (Offset + Accommodation-Focus) 

/ TAU ] + Focus – Perturbation  

 

 

For clarity of analysis in this chapter we will set the 

perturbation level of the eye to zero diopters. In a normal eye, 

focal noise and measurement errors produces a measured 

tracking error of 1/10 diopters [25]. The equation allows the 

prediction of the eye's focal status on a continuing basis. Due to 

the long time-constant of the system, each day's average value 

of accommodation will have a very small effect on the focal 

status of the normal eye.  

 

     The piece-wise equation provides an alternative method for 

solving the 1 / (TAU s + 1) transfer function. The input for the 

equation is the signal that is obtained from the accommodation 

system which is identical to your visual environment.  

 

Equation Verification. The piece-wise equation, in this 

form, predicts the same results that were obtained for a step 

function change in accommodation and an impulse perturbation 

on the eye's focal status [5-6].  

 

 

If a group of individuals have a constant visual 

environment of -0.5 diopters, their eyes will show a range of 

focal status values of from zero to two diopters. The mean 

hereditary offset for the group is +1.5 diopters.  

 

If the average visual environment is changed from -0.5 

diopters to -1.5 diopters, the focal status of all individuals will 

change towards a negative focal state (myopia), as predicted by 

the equation.  

 

The Average Value of Accommodation. The 

controlling variable for this equation is the eye's value of 

accommodation. The focal settings of the lens is determined by 

information decoded at the surface of the retina.  
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The visual environment may be calculated by the use 

of the equation:  

 

VISUAL ENVIRONMENT = - 1 / ( OBJECT DIST. )  

(In Diopters)          (In Meters)  

 

A visual object moved inwards from infinity to one 

meter constitutes an environment change of - 1.0 diopters. 

Under this circumstance, the accommodation system will servo 

the lens by + 1.0 diopters to again achieve sharp focus at the 

surface of the retina.  

 

Average Visual Environment. The average value of 

accommodation can be determined if an individual's 

environment is known on a daily basis.  If the individual 

spends 8 hours outdoors ( 0 diopters) and 8 hours reading 

(-3.0 diopters) his average visual environment will be -1.5 

diopters .  

 

A Normal Physiological System. This equation was 

developed to explain the high level of focal accuracy that is 

measured in the normal human and primate eye.   

 

Many theories have been developed to explain 

myopia, as a defect of the eye.  Most of these theories suggest 

a failure mode in genetics, convergence, or mechanical 

structure that ultimately results in nearsightedness. We feel it is 

premature to discuss these theories until we have a clear 

understanding of the fundamental behavioral characteristic of 

the normal eye. We will, therefore, examine the design 

limitation of a normal feedback controlled eye.  

 

Normal-Eye Myopia. We may define two major 

environments for this system.  

 

1.  A normal visual environment of from -0.2 diopters to - 0.5 

diopters.  

 

2.  A confined visual environment of from -1.5 diopters to -2.0 

diopters.  

 

If an individual with a hereditary offset of + 1.0 

diopters uses his eyes in an open environment for a long time, 

his focal status will be approximately defined by the equation:  

 

Focus   =  Offset + Accommodation - Perturbation  

 

* EXP ( - t / TAU )  

 

Using typical values:  

 

Focus =  + 1.0  +  (-.5)  - 0 * EXP ( - t / TAU )  

 

Focus =  + 0.5 Diopters  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This individual will have 20/20 vision with a positive focal state 

of + 0.5 diopters [5-6].  

 

This generalized analysis has been confirmed by 

measurements made by Dr. Young on adult "hunting" Eskimos 

[24].  If this individual maintains his eyes in a confined visual 

environment, his eyes will show a slow ramp into myopia.  

 

After two hundred days his focal status will be:  

 

Focus =  +1.0  +  (-1.5)  -  (0) * EXP ( - t / TAU )  

 

Focus =  - 0.5  diopters  

 

The same individual, who had 20/20 vision in a normal 

visual environment, now has 20/40 vision with a focal status of 

- 0.5 diopters.  A prolonged confined environment violates a 

design constraint of the human and primate eye. We will define 

nearsightedness that develops in this way as servo-myopia. This 

is entirely normal behavior for a normal eye.  

 

Design Limitation. This analysis suggests that the 

normal eye will avoid servoing into nearsightedness if the eye 

is maintained in an "open" visual environment. Obviously this 

goal conflicts with the requirement that we spend prolonged 

hours at close work for the ten to twenty years that we spend in 

school.  

 

The effect of a confined environment can be neutralized by 

the use of a convex (+) Add lens.  A convex lens is a converging 

lens. Parallel rays of light from infinity are brought to a point 

by this lens.  The converse relationship is true. Diverging rays 

of light from a nearby object will be made parallel by the use of 

a convex lens. If reading is done at the focal point of the lens, 

the value of accommodation will be 0 diopters, rather than -2.0 

diopters without the lens, as shown in Figure 3b above. 

 

Visual Environment of College Students. As we enter 

higher academic institutions, our visual environment gradually 

shifts to a more negative value, as shown in Figure 4a below.  

We can characterize this increased "near" environment by the 

following ramp function: 
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   Figure 4a   Ramp function   A = m t + b  

 

A = m t + b ,   where:  

A = Accommodation, daily average value,  

       from the start of the freshman year.  

 

m =   - 0.001 diopters / day =  - 0.365 D/yr   

t = time in days  

b = - 1.0 diopters  

The Laplace transform of a unit ramp is:  

1/  ( s ^2 ) 

 

Applying this ramp to the eye's transfer function produces:  

 

System's Response = [ m / s ^2 ] * [ 1 / ( TAU s + 1 ) ]  

 

The eye's time domain response to a ramp function is [30]:  

 

Focus = Offset Accommodation (Initial Value) (Ramp)  

+ Accommodation * TAU* 

 [( t / TAU) - 1 + EXP(- t / TAU )]  

 

4. Discussion 
Focal Status Produced by a Plus Lens. After two 

hundred days, this equation predicts that the eye will show the 

same linear slope as the accommodation ramp. We can logically 

expect that the eyes of college students will show a gradual 

movement towards, and eventually, into myopia when a linear 

ramp is applied to their accommodation system.  

 

How close does this scenario match the actual 

situation?  In a study of the cadets at West Point, Dr. Gmelin 

determined that freshmen with 20/20 vision and 0 diopters focal 

state would, after four years, develop 20/80 vision with -1.3 

diopters of myopia [31].  

 

 

 

 

A similar study was conducted at the United States 

Naval Academy by Dr. Hayden, reviewed by Greene et al. [15-

15] [32-33]. This study showed an approximately linear change 

in focal status towards myopia in the eyes of almost all the 

normal eyed midshipmen [28-31].  Figure 1a shows Norman 

Rockwell’s classic painting “The Law Student”, from the 1927 

Saturday Evening Post, where the student is seen reading at an 

effective distance of -3.0 to -4.0 diopters.  

 

Myopia Prevention. We have plotted the historical 

development of myopia as a function of time, as shown in 

Figure 4d. The dynamic theory explicitly states that the eyes of 

the USNA midshipmen move into nearsightedness due to their 

increasingly confined visual environment. Their focal status 

change is in the right direction and proper magnitude to suggest 

quantitative verification for this dynamic model of the normal 

eye's long-term behavior.  

If their myopia is a result of normal servoing action, a 

major means of changing this situation would be to use a 

convex lens for all close work. Use of this lens would 

substantially alter their visual environment from an estimated 

value of  - 1.5  diopters, to a more reasonable figure of      - 0.4 

diopters. Their resulting focal status was calculated by the use 

of the equation developed [5,6,30].  

 

5. Conclusions 
Work done during the past twenty years has 

demonstrated that the accommodation system is a superb 

example of a physiological control system. It is a complex, 

sophisticated, and accurate system. We can logically expect that 

the normal eye will show equal competence in the design of its 

long-term control system.  

The process of building a mathematical model of a 

physiological system necessarily implies the idealization of that 

system. Models are not tested in a vacuum. The development of 

a servo-heredity model suggests an alternative model which we 

will call, for the purpose of identification and discussion, a 

“negative-lens-heredity” theory of the eye’s long-term focus.  

Heredity is a fundamental factor in both of these 

theories. There is a disagreement on how this factor establishes 

the eye’s long-term focus.  These theories yield contradictory 

predictions that can be tested. The negative-lens theory predicts 

that:  

 

1.  The eye’s focal status will not change due to a plus or minus 

change in the eye’s visual environment.  

 

2.  A plus or minus lens has no effect on the eye’s long-term 

focus. Nearsightedness cannot be produced in a normal eye by 

the prolonged wearing of a minus lens.  

 

3.  The change in focal status of students towards myopia is not 

related to their increasingly confined visual environment. The 

development of myopia is due to the genetic make-up of the 

individual.  
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A number of these stated predictions have been tested. 

We feel that the current experimental evidence more strongly 

supports the concept that the eye is servo controlled versus the 

concept that the eye is not servo controlled.  Actual myopia 

prevention is a very difficult task to accomplish. This 

demonstrates that effective myopia prevention is a reasonable 

expectation, provided the convex lens is assiduously used for 

all close work.  The belief that this approach will work is 

reflected in current eye care practices 1-4, 19-21,30-35.  About 

twenty percent33 of the profession will use the plus lens 

(bifocal) to deal with the problem of incipient myopia. 

 

6. Appendix I 

7.   

Table I  - Student Refraction Data R(t) [D],   

9 month interval  

 

Subj.   0 mon.     <<< -After 9 m --->>> 

# No.  Begin  Control group  

 

#1 L  -0.75 D -1.25 D 

     R  -0.75  -1.25 

#2 L  -0.5   -1.00 

     R  -1.00  -1.00 

#3 L  -0.75  -1.25 

    R  -1.00  -1.00 

#4 L  -0.75  -0.75 

     R  -0.50 D -1.00 D 

 

-------------------     Test group (+) Add 

#5 L  -0.50 D +0.25 D 

     R  -1.25  +0.50 

#6 L  -0.50  +0.50 

     R  -0.50  +0.25 

#7 L  -1.00  +0.25 

     R  -0.50  +0.50 

#8 L  -0.50  +0.25 

     R  -0.75 D 0.00 D 

=============      ==================== 

Summary:   

<aver>  -0.719D   -1.0625D     +0.3125D  

p  <  0.0001  

< +/- s.d.> 0.239D  0.1768D      0.1768D  

t  =  - 15.5563 

N=16   N=8 N = 8 df = 14 

==================     ================= 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table II  -   Student Pilot Refr. Data R(t) [D],               

9 month interval 

 

 

Subj #  Start    <<< --After 9 m -->>> 

          (+) Add Test Group 

     

#1 L   -0.5 D  +0.25 D 

    R   -0.5     0.00 

#2 L   -0.5   +0.25 

    R   -0.75   0.00 

#3 L   -0.5   +0.5 

    R   -1.00  +0.25 

#4 L   -1.00   0.00 

    R   -0.75 D  +0.25 D 

  

-----------------  (-) Control Group  

   

#5 L   -0.75 D -1.25 D 

    R   -0.5   -1.00 

#6 L   -0.75  -1.25 

    R   -1.00  -0.75 

#7 L   -0.75  -1.25 

    R   -0.75  -0.75 

#8 L   -0.50  -1.00 

    R   -0.50 D -1.00 D    

 

 

 

=============== ============== 

Summary: 

<aver.>  -0.6875D    +0.1875D  -1.0313D        

p < 0.0001 

<+/-s.d.>  0.194D    0.177D    0.209D     

t = 12.606 

    N=16 N=8   N=8  df = 14 

================     =============== 
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8. Appendix II  -  Refraction Data R(t) [D]  for   

Age-brackets 6 – 18 yrs.   

 

Age Bracket  (+) Test Group  (-) Control Group 

===============     ================== 

6  - 8 yr  +0.06 D, N=22 -0.65 D, N=102  

p < 0.0001 

df=122  +/- 0.27 D  +/- 0.44 D  t = 7.2654 

 difference  dR = 0.71 D     

[ 95% CI:  0.52 to 0.90 D  ( N = 124 ) ] 

 

 ------------------------     ---------------------------- 

9 – 10 yr  0.00 D, N=28, -0.56 D, N=82  

p < 0.0001  

df=108  +/- 0.23 D  +/- 0.36 D  t = 7.6992 

 difference  dR = 0.56 D     

[ 95% CI:  0.42 to 0.70 D ( N = 110 ) ] 

 

 -------------------------     ----------------------- 

10 – 11 yr  -0.04 D, N=50, -0.58 D, N = 100  

p < 0.0001 

df = 148  +/-0.16 D  +/-0.37 D  t = 9.8565 

 difference  dR = 0.54 D    

 [ 95% CI:  0.43 to 0.65 D  ( N = 150) ] 

 

 -------------     ------------------------------- 

11 – 12 yr  -0.07 D, N = 52, -0.44 D, N = 112  

p < 0.0001 

df = 162  +/- 0.2  D  +/- 0.34 D  t = 7.2773 

 difference  dR = 0.37 D     

[ 95% CI:  0.27 to 0.47 D  ( N = 164 ) ] 

 

 ---------------     ------------------- 

12 – 13 yr  -0.06 D, N = 56, -0.59 D, N = 126  

p < 0.0001 

df = 180  +/- 0.17 D  +/- 0.42 D  t = 9.1062 

 difference  dR = 0.53 D,   

  [ 95% CI:   0.42 to 0.64 D (N=182) ] 

 

 ---------------------     ------------------------ 

13 – 14 yr  -0.06 D, N = 88, -0.49 D, N = 74  

p < 0.0001 

df = 160  +/- 0.15 D  +/- 0.3 D  t = 11.8091 

 difference  dR = 0.43 D,    

 [ 95% CI:   0.36 to 0.50 D (N=162) ] 

 ------------------     ------------------------ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------     ------------------------- 

14 – 15 yr  -0.03 D, N = 34, -0.42 D, N = 64  

p < 0.0001 

df = 96  +/- 0.14 D  +/- 0.32 D  t = 6.7585 

 difference  dR = 0.39 D     

[ 95% CI:  0.27 to 0.50 D ( N=98 ) ] 

 

 ---------------     ------------------------ 

15 – 16 yr  +0.02 D, N = 66, -0.42 D, N = 50  

p < 0.0001 

df = 114  +/- 0.18 D  +/- 0.33 D  t = 9.1851 

 difference  dR = 0.44 D    

 [ 95% CI:  0.35 o 0.54 D ( N=116 ) ] 

 

 -----------------     -------------------- 

16 – 17 yr   +0.03 D, N = 36, -0.39 D, N = 24  

p < 0.0001 

df = 58  +/- 0.2 D  +/- 0.19 D  t = 8.1276 

 difference  dR = 0.42 D    

 [ 95% CI:  0.32 to 0.52 D ( N=60 ) ] 

 

 ------------------    -------------------------------- 

17 – 18 yr  +0.21 D, N = 20, -0.26 D, N = 32  

p < 0.0001 

df = 50  +/- 0.37 D  +/- 0.20 D  t = 5.9490 

 difference  dR = 0.47 D  

    

[ 95% CI:  0.31 to 0.63 D  ( N = 52 ) ] 

 

 

 

===================     ================ 

Summary 

   (-) Control Group  (+) Lens Test Group 

< aver. myopia rate>  =  

 

<R’> =   -0.48 D/yr  <R’> = +0.01 D/yr  

p < 0.0001 

<+/-s.d.> +/-  0.12 D/yr    +/- 0.08 D/yr  

     (N=383)      (N=226) 

================     ================== 
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